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Preface
This MAS practice aid is one in a series devoted to the kinds of management 
advisory services most often provided to a CPA’s small business clients. Even 
though the same services may also be provided to large clients, practitioners’ 
experience indicates that providing advice and assistance to small, closely 
held businesses often involves different considerations. Small businesses 
frequently do not find it cost-effective to have the breadth of financial and 
accounting expertise present in larger businesses. Hence, the nature and 
depth of the practitioner’s gathering and analysis of data may differ when 
providing services to small and large businesses. Most important, the personal 
plans, finances, and desires of the small business owner may have a significant 
impact on current and future operations of a small business, and the 
practitioner must take them into consideration.
MAS Small Business Consulting Practice Aids do not purport to include 
everything a practitioner needs to know or do to undertake a specific type of 
service. Furthermore, since engagement circumstances differ, the practi­
tioner’s professional judgment may cause him to conclude that an approach 
described in a particular practice aid is not appropriate.
For members employed in industry and government, MAS Small Business 
Consulting Practice Aids contain information that may be useful in providing 
internal advice and assistance to management.
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Scope of This Practice Aid
For most businesses, the demands of competition cause their success to 
hinge largely on the effectiveness of their human resources, particularly 
management personnel. Many clients may therefore wish to develop an incen­
tive program that encourages personnel to increase sales and productivity, 
helps to retain key managers who may have outside offers or other attractive 
opportunities, and attracts and motivates qualified individuals. Other important 
benefits of an incentive program include (1) developing goals for future 
managers, owners, or successors; (2) providing a good management team 
atmosphere with goal-oriented objectives; and (3) encouraging development 
of new products and markets.
This practice aid provides information to help practitioners develop a 
management incentive program for a client. It includes guidance in reviewing 
the client’s present management compensation, identifying available alterna­
tives, designing an incentive compensation plan, and assisting in implement­
ing and monitoring the plan. This practice aid may also help practitioners assist 
a client in modifying existing management incentive programs. Employers 
may want to consult legal counsel about whether an incentive plan may be 
considered a contractually guaranteed promise of future payment.
Objectives of Incentive Compensation
Any discussion of incentive compensation first needs to place it in the context 
of the total compensation to managers. Compensation can be paid to 
managers in five forms:
1. Base pay or salary. The amount regularly paid to do the job as defined.
2. Necessity benefits. The fixed cost of compensation intended to protect 
managers from catastrophe.
3. Incentive bonus. The amount paid for achieving established goals and 
objectives.
4. Long-term or capital-accumulation incentives. Amounts paid to reward the 
long-term efforts of managers and provide for their transition to retirement 
from the organization.
5. Perquisites. Individual benefits used to motivate and reward a select group 
of managers.
The latter three forms are often considered incentive compensation. Each 
form, however, has a different purpose and serves a distinct need. Without a 
doubt, if managers receive pay and benefits commensurate with the
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marketplace, incentive bonuses are most effective in motivating them to 
greater productivity. Before choosing the most appropriate form of incentive 
compensation, the practitioner needs to clearly determine management’s 
objectives.
At its best, incentive compensation encourages managers to execute the 
strategies and to realize the objectives of the company. Therefore, the best 
guideline for designing an incentive compensation system is: Design the 
incentive compensation plan to get managers to put fulfillment of the company 
goals and objectives first.
Effective incentive compensation planning begins with the setting of high- 
quality company goals and objectives. When incentive compensation 
supports the company’s strategies for reaching corporate goals, it itself is a 
clearly defined strategy of accomplishment.
If an incentive compensation system is to be effective, the goals and objec­
tives need to be practical and worthwhile: They need to be capable of being 
translated into the work to be done, the performance levels to be achieved, and 
the standards against which performance is to be measured. Key manage­
ment people need to respect corporate targets and to know what their roles 
are in reaching those objectives, as well as how they are doing and what 
criteria will determine if they receive incentive compensation.
To identify the company objectives that will determine the performance 
measures used in the incentive compensation plan, the practitioner gathers 
the following information about the company:
• How is the company unique among its competitors? What are the factors 
that will establish, preserve, and extend that uniqueness?
• What does the company have to do especially well to succeed in its 
business?
• What is the company’s competitive advantage? What key decisions must 
be made in order to support the company’s competitive advantage?
• What information does the company need in order to make its key deci­
sions? What is the quality of the information it depends upon to excel?
• What managers should make key decisions and how much latitude should 
they have?
• What control do managers at different levels need to ensure that people 
make the right decisions to maintain the competitive advantage?
The answers to these questions will help to define the reward system and 
measures that will direct people to the performance the company wants in 
order to maintain its competitive advantage. The clearest signals about what it 
wants are the rewards given for achieving the established objectives. The more 
management desires above-normal performance, the greater the reward for 
that performance needs to be. A good incentive system, like a good leader, will 
get people to perform in extraordinary ways.
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Engagement Considerations
In determining whether to undertake an engagement to develop or to review 
an incentive compensation plan for a client, a practitioner considers the cir­
cumstances surrounding the client’s request. During initial discussions, the 
practitioner learns the following information:
• Why the prospective client is considering an incentive plan
• Whether the prospective client previously engaged an accountant and, if 
so, why another is being sought
• Who referred the prospective client
• How long the prospective client has been in business
• If the client has any other current business ventures or had earlier ones
• What the nature of the business is
• What the financial history of the business is
• Who the owners are
• If the prospective client wants to establish a continuing relationship with the 
practitioner or needs one-time-only assistance
Before proceeding with the engagement, the practitioner answers the fol­
lowing questions:
• Are the business owners committed to the concept and potential cost of an 
incentive program?
• Has the client already established a sound basic compensation plan?
• Are managers likely to be motivated by an incentive program?
• Is the business conducive to an incentive program?
• Can the client’s objectives be achieved cost-efficiently?
• Does the practitioner have the competence and the necessary resources 
to complete the engagement?
• Would the acceptance of the client comply with professional standards 
and the practitioner’s policies?
Understanding With the Client
After the practitioner and client agree to an engagement, the parties reach an 
initial understanding about services, including the objective, scope, and con­
duct of the engagement. The practitioner needs to prepare an engagement 
letter describing the services to be rendered, the manner in which they will be 
performed, and the estimated fee. At the outset, the practitioner clearly
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explains that the desired results of an incentive plan are not guaranteed. Per­
haps the practitioner may conclude that a management incentive plan is not 
feasible. The practitioner also needs to state that the fee for the engagement 
does not depend upon the outcome of the analysis or the results of the 
incentive program.
The practitioner may also do the following in the engagement letter:
• Describe the request for the engagement.
• Identify the client’s need for a management incentive plan.
• Cite the potential benefits of a management incentive plan.
• Explain the scope of services to be provided. (A phase-by-phase analysis 
of how the management incentive plan will be developed, including feed­
back to the client on the engagement’s progress, and a statement of the 
client’s responsibilities are most appropriate.)
• Identify the practitioner’s personnel assigned to developing the manage­
ment incentive plan.
• Identify management’s liaison for the engagement, if any.
• Explain how the fee was derived, including the manner of billing and 
expected payment information.
• Refer to the report on the management incentive plan the client will 
receive, including the anticipated delivery date.
Exhibit 1 in the appendix includes a sample engagement letter.
Engagement Approach
Gathering Facts
Practitioners obtain information about the business and its personnel by inter­
viewing the owners and managers. They also obtain any written information 
about existing management compensation. A listing of the information to be 
gathered is on the following pages. Practitioners are careful to gather facts in 
a manner that stresses inquiry and analysis and avoids raising unreasonable 
expectations of salary adjustments or an incentive program.
(Text continued on page 7)
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Evaluating Information
After collecting background information, the practitioner evaluates the facts 
relevant to management compensation. The practitioner ascertains that the 
client’s existing compensation plan of base pay and necessity benefits is a 
solid foundation on which to build an incentive plan. If the basic compensation 
structure is unsound and uncompetitive, the practitioner may consider a sepa­
rate engagement to establish a more appropriate compensation plan. After 
evaluating the compensation plan, the practitioner addresses the following 
areas.
Financial Circumstances
The practitioner determines the client’s financial condition by reviewing recent 
financial statements and prospective financial information. The practitioner 
also compares the client’s condition with those of local competitors and with 
industry norms. The practitioner analyzes cash flow and evaluates the impact 
of the plan on financial statements. Clients with limited financial resources may 
need to adopt long-term or capital-accumulation incentive programs that fea­
ture profit sharing, deferred compensation, or stock ownership.
Owner’s Goals
The practitioner considers if the owner’s goals for personnel and key manage­
ment compensation are realistic given the company’s financial circumstances, 
industry norms, and local competitors’ positions. The practitioner needs to 
counsel an owner whose goals are inappropriate.
In certain forms of incentive programs, key financial information may pro­
vide the goals and performance measures. If the owner wishes to keep the 
necessary information confidential, an air of secrecy will surround the incentive 
system and could contribute to its failure.
Key Managers’ Goals
Since the essential purposes of a management incentive plan are to motivate 
and retain key management personnel, the practitioner needs to be particu­
larly sensitive to that group’s needs and desires. The practitioner determines 
which compensation and benefit features have the broadest appeal, since the 
best incentive programs must serve all key management personnel, not just a 
select few.
The practitioner compares these features to each manager’s goals and 
personal circumstances to determine which may only satisfy them and which 
may motivate them to improve performance. Finally, the practitioner deter­
mines if key managers’ financial goals are reasonable, given the client’s cur­
rent and anticipated financial circumstances.
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Establishing Goals and Performance Measures
The most effective incentive programs establish performance measures or 
benchmarks that trigger various rewards. They also provide for annual review 
and modification of the entire program, if necessary. Of course, measuring 
performance against goals needs to be time and cost efficient.
Goal Setting
In a goal-oriented program, incentives need to be based on goals over which 
a key manager has direct control, such as goals set for the department, unit, 
store, or division. Sometimes, however, a portion of the incentive reward may 
depend on achieving a group goal that a key manager contributes to, but does 
not have complete control over, such as net income, increase in profits, and 
overall performance. In some circumstances, the only way to determine an 
incentive amount is to relate it to the achievement of overall entity goals. The 
program must strive to balance a manager’s narrow interests with the com­
pany’s overall goals. This balance will prevent managers from concentrating 
on personal goals while ignoring other elements of the business operation. 
Involving managers in setting the goals for which they will be responsible often 
encourages better performance.
Incentive goals should be realistic, achievable, and based on labor market 
and industry norms. Goals that are too high will frustrate the participants; goals 
that are too low are counterproductive and not cost effective. To be motivated, 
the managers need to believe that—
• The established goals are fair and achievable.
• They have control over the effort required to achieve the goals.
• The rewards are worth their extra effort.
• The extra effort will affect results significantly.
To be achievable, goals should be specific enough to answer such ques­
tions as: “ how much?’’ “ how well?’’ “ by when?” “ with what accuracy?’’ “as 
compared to what?’’ and “ in cooperation with whom?” A range of goals and 
associated awards are usually desirable.
Reporting Performance Measurements
The goals used in an incentive program need to be readily measurable. This 
is achieved by developing measurement statistics that quantify progress 
toward goals and clearly contrast performance with established objectives. 
To generate enthusiasm, progress reports need to be made frequently, if 
practical, as part of existing management and financial reports. This also 
allows goal-performance measurement and reporting to be part of the com­
pany’s normal management information flow. Adequate internal reporting and 
management information systems need to be in place to accurately report 
and track the data necessary to implement the plan. If such a system is lacking,
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the practitioner needs to analyze the costs and benefits of implementing new 
systems. Goals need to be reviewed and updated periodically, usually annually.
Selecting a Program
Management incentive programs can be classified into three categories: 
bonuses, long-term or capital-accumulation programs, and perquisites. The 
practitioner considers which of these programs is appropriate for the key 
managers. Additionally, in evaluating the feasibility of the incentive programs, 
the practitioner evaluates the tax effect on both the company and the 
employee. The practitioner needs to consult legal counsel about the enforce­
ability of incentive programs as guaranteed contractual agreements with 
employees and the implications of programs that transfer or restrict ownership 
in the company.
Bonus Programs
Bonus programs based on established goals and objectives are among the 
most widely used methods of incentive compensation. Regrettably, many are 
ill-conceived and fail to provide incentives that encourage attaining specific 
goals. A well-thought-out program incorporates realistic goals with affordable 
rewards, thereby benefitting key managers as well as owners.
Setting limits or ceilings on performance bonuses allows better cash-flow 
and budget planning and prevents managers from making more than owners 
or high-level administrators. Limits will also protect the company from the risk 
of paying overly large bonus compensation when exceptional performance 
will only marginally increase the value of the company.
An argument against setting limits is that people should be rewarded com­
mensurate with even the highest levels of performance because both the 
employee and the company will benefit, if the system is well designed. In 
addition, limits may suggest management manipulation and, therefore, may 
contribute to low morale and distrust.
The practitioner strongly considers developing a program that does not set 
limits. When limits are not used, record keeping and evaluation of the program 
need to be frequent and timely.
Although frequent payment of bonuses (monthly or quarterly) is desirable 
in many businesses, rewards for overall annual performance help prevent 
manipulation of short-term benefits. The plan needs to encourage highly com­
pensated managers to make a long-term commitment to the company.
Finally, owners need to understand that once they offer bonus rewards, 
withdrawing them may cause resentment. To avoid this pitfall, they need to 
consider extremely carefully the implications of giving rewards.
Long-Term or Capital-Accumulation Incentives
When considering the use of company stock as part of an incentive program, 
the practitioner needs to address the issue of restricted transfer and redemption.
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Stock-option incentives can provide an influx of capital to the company and, 
along with performance shares and stock appreciation rights, have the advan­
tage of not requiring current cash payments. Disadvantages of stock options 
and performance shares are that they can dilute ownership in a closely held 
company, and that they may ultimately require redemption of the stock. When 
recommending stock as an incentive, the practitioner needs to raise these 
issues with the client and legal counsel.
Stock options. A stock-option program gives managers the right to purchase 
stock during a certain period at a specified price. Generally, a stock-option 
program provides managers with a current incentive without subjecting them 
to potential downside risks in the value of the stock. The managers will benefit 
if the stock’s value increases over the set price during the time they are allowed 
to buy it. The advantage of stock options to the company is that it does not 
require cash payments to the employee and does not affect the net profit of the 
company. The disadvantage to the company is that ownership is diluted. The 
disadvantage to employees is that they are giving money currently to the com­
pany in anticipation of future benefit.
Performance shares. A program involving performance shares awards stock 
to managers over a long-term period, usually three or more years, contingent 
on the attainment of certain goals. Often the specific goals of the program are 
based on the company’s earnings per share. This program sets aside the com­
pany’s stock in the manager’s account on an annual basis. The shares are 
made available to the manager or may be redeemed in cash in three to five 
years after the initial award. The redemption of the stock bonus lags behind the 
actual award and thus gives managers long-term incentives while tying them 
to the company for an extended period, without incurring any immediate 
expense. Usually these programs include upper, rather than middle, 
managers because the rewards need to be based on results over which 
managers can exert a large degree of control. This type of plan may be suit­
able only for larger clients.
Stock appreciation rights. Sometimes referred to as phantom stock, stock 
appreciation rights link future compensation to the increase in the stock’s value 
over a set period. Thus, managers benefit from an increase in the value of the 
stock during the program period as if they owned the stock itself; they don’t 
have to use their own funds or borrow money to buy stock to benefit from the 
appreciation. Owners benefit because not having actually awarded any stock 
to managers, they do not dilute the stock ownership of the company.
The disadvantage of this program to managers is that they may not control 
certain administrative expenses that affect the net profit and retained earnings 
of the company. These expenses may include owner/executive compensation 
and fringes, dividends paid to shareholders, and costs incurred by incompe­
tent managers.
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Nonqualified profit-sharing or retirement program. Nonqualified profit- 
sharing, retirement, and other deferred-compensation programs do not 
provide the tax benefits of profit-sharing, pension, and other qualified plans. 
Nonqualified plans enable employers to discriminate in favor of key managers, 
but they do not provide a current tax deduction unless there is a correspond­
ing taxable event. Before including a nonqualified program in an incentive 
program, the practitioner needs to carefully analyze its income tax impact on 
all parties.
Qualified retirement plans. Qualified retirement plans are contractual arrange­
ments that have been developed in accordance with Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS) regulations and approved by the IRS. They include defined contributions, 
401Ks, SEPs, and IRAs. Generally, these plans provide employers with a 
current income tax deduction when they contribute funds to the qualified plan 
trustees. Employees are not taxed until they withdraw the funds at retirement 
or termination of employment. These plans must be nondiscriminatory and 
cannot be used selectively to pay incentive bonuses. The practitioner who con­
siders a qualified retirement plan as an incentive needs to fully evaluate all 
income tax aspects of the plan for the employer and the employee. 
Perquisites
Incentive awards to key managers may include the following individual benefits.
Position-level enhancements. An incentive program may include rewards that 
enhance position levels, such as new titles and office improvements. Office 
improvements may range from the acquisition of new furniture to a move to a 
larger office or workspace.
Personal consumption items. Personal consumption rewards include 
automobiles, country club memberships, expense accounts, parking 
privileges, car phones, and purchasing advantages associated with corporate 
buying power. The practitioner should carefully review the tax implications of 
these incentives. Record-keeping requirements for automobiles and country 
club memberships may make these alternatives less desirable.
Recognition awards. A program could periodically offer managers rewards 
publicly for services performed. These awards range from public recognition 
to prizes, trips, and other forms of compensation.
Matching charitable contributions. An incentive program may reward 
managers by matching their charitable contributions or providing them with an 
amount to dispense according to their own charitable obligations. All contribu­
tions need to be considered in light of limitations on tax deductibility.
Off-balance-sheet partnerships. Companies may use off-balance-sheet part­
nerships when they need a plant or equipment. The company may rent the
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asset from a partnership consisting of owner-managers, their families, and key 
managers. The partnership finances the purchase of the asset to minimize 
cash investment, and, assuming the rent is established on an arm’s-length 
basis, the profits accruing from the partnership belong to the involved 
managers.
Additional Considerations
In selecting the appropriate program, the practitioner also addresses the fol­
lowing factors:
Costs and benefits. The practitioner compares the plan’s costs and benefits 
with probable outcomes. To ensure that the program is cost efficient, the practi­
tioner projects both minimum and maximum rewards to determine the range 
of program costs. This analysis considers how any incentive compensation 
may increase an individual’s total compensation (that is, costs associated with 
retirement plan, payroll taxes, and insurance benefits keyed to compensation).
Clear documentation. The practitioner documents the plan to prevent misin­
terpretation of any established goals, to describe how they are measured, and 
to specify the incentives to be awarded. The practitioner also ensures that the 
plan is compatible with other compensation programs, including employment 
agreements.
Engagement Reporting
Preliminary Report
The practitioner drafts a preliminary report. This report provides enough detail 
so that the owners and managers can understand the program and its poten­
tial costs and benefits.
The practitioner meets with the client to discuss the preliminary report. 
From this meeting, the practitioner learns whether the program must be modi­
fied to meet the client’s requirements. This session is open to ensure that the 
plan is well thought out, truly reflecting the owner’s and company’s goals while 
being fiscally possible. Before discussing the plan with the managers, the 
practitioner needs to work out all possible problems. What-if and, particularly, 
worst-case analyses of the impact of bonus formulas on projected or current 
financial statements should reveal weaknesses in the program. Modifying the 
plan before unveiling it to managers is far better than taking something away 
once it does not work as expected.
Subject to the client’s approval, the practitioner meets with key managers 
to discuss the preliminary report and obtain their input. The practitioner
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considers having this meeting without the owner to encourage a free flow of 
information, but discusses key managers' recommendations with the owner, 
since the plan’s success may hinge on the owners’ and managers’ making it 
their own.
Final Report
Following the review of the preliminary report, the practitioner prepares a 
detailed final report. This final report expands the preliminary draft by including 
dates, checkpoints, and specific details of the plan. Exhibit 2 in the appendix 
is a sample final report.
Implementing the Plan
The practitioner develops an implementation plan, which includes dates for 
reviewing the plan with the entire management team and for implementation. 
Once again, this meeting needs to be very open so that all questions of 
managers and owners are answered and the goals, objectives, and benefits 
are clearly understood by all.
The plan needs monitoring, evaluating, and updating to ensure that it 
meets the company’s goals and objectives, which may change over the years. 
After the plan is implemented, the client needs to state clearly to managers that 
it will update the plan continually to address the company’s objectives.
Marketing the Service
The first step in marketing an engagement to evaluate or develop a manage­
ment incentive program is to review the client list and identify situations in 
which the client might benefit from the service. Successful engagements with 
current clients will bring referrals to other clients.
The best candidates for this type of engagement include—
• Small, closely held companies whose owners will eventually want to sell 
the company. (Who is more likely to buy than the current management?)
•  Companies with branch operations, especially retail and fast-food concerns.
• Manufacturers for whom productivity or safety is an issue.
• Service companies in which employees truly control billings and collections.
• Companies operated by an absentee owner.
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The best time for the practitioner to evaluate the need for a management 
incentive program is after completing the year-end work for the client and 
before making an appointment to discuss the next year’s planning. The 
practitioner carefully reviews the client’s financial statements and compares 
the client’s profitability against that of other companies in the same business. 
The practitioner also considers whether increased employee-manager 
efficiency and productivity would improve the bottom line. If, for example, the 
owner, and therefore the employees, are a little laid-back about the business, 
a management incentive plan may encourage more enthusiasm and produc­
tivity for all. The practitioner looks carefully beneath the surface to determine 
what the numbers on the client’s financial statement truly reflect. To market this 
type of engagement, the practitioner needs to be the catalyst.
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APPENDIX
Case Study: Developing an Incentive Plan
for Hightek, Inc.
Background Information
James Marble, a partner in the firm of Marble and Moore, meets with Tom Mackay, 
President of Hightek, Inc., a new client. Hightek, a four-year-old company, distributes 
technical equipment and offers its customers repair and custom modification ser­
vices. Annual sales are $3.0 million, and employees number thirty people. During the 
initial meeting, Mackay discusses his future p ans, which include the strategy of grow­
ing to maintain a competitive position.
Mackay, an innovative owner-manager, wants to use more creative compensation 
techniques. However, the business is young, and the industry is fast changing. There­
fore, hard, objective performance data are unavailable. Mackay wishes to implement 
a Management-by-Objectives (MBO) program and ultimately integrate it into the com­
pensation program.
Mackay views the measurement of how each employee contributes to the success 
of the company as the key factor in designing an incentive compensation system. His 
primary objective is to motivate the employees by directly relating their compensation 
to their performance, using a percentage of sales or gross profits as the basis.
During their discussion, Marble states that interviews with the key managers are 
required if he is to get critical information about Hightek and the functions of the 
managers and other employees. These interviews will help Marble to understand 
Hightek’s competitive advantage and how managers and other employees support 
this advantage. He also expects to learn what standards could be used to measure 
performance, and if the information needed to measure performance is available.
Fact-Finding and Data Evaluation
Marble starts the engagement by interviewing Mackay and the five key managers, 
using a structured questionnaire. He reviews Mackay’s strategic plan, related financial 
projections, and the last two years’ financial statements. Marble also observes day-to- 
day operations in each major department and develops a profile of the purchasing 
needs and demographics of company customers and prospects. Based on this infor­
mation, Marble draws conclusions about how the efforts of key managers and related 
personnel affect company performance.
Preliminary Report Development
After interviewing all the managers and reviewing all relevant information, Marble con­
cludes that a team effort will increase motivation and profits. He believes that growth, 
more clearly defined strategies, and more experience in measuring certain results will 
allow Hightek to refine some of the incentive compensation components in the future.
Marble develops a group incentive plan based on the corporate profits remaining 
after funding projected corporate growth and providing an acceptable return for the 
stockholder. He then calculates what he believes to be the minimum necessary pretax
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return on invested capital (ROIC) and develops an increasing sliding-scale bonus for­
mula to create a bonus pool. In a preliminary report, he discusses each major area of 
the company and his conclusions about how each department’s activities contribute 
to the company’s profit. However, first he decides to gain a consensus about his plan 
before defining the participants and the method of distribution.
Final Report
During several meetings, Marble, Mackay, and the managers of Hightek review and 
discuss the proposed plan. After agreeing on the framework of the plan, the group 
defines the key contributors to company profits. Then Mackay and the managers rank 
the contributors in the order of each person’s contribution to profits, from most impor­
tant to least important. The results of that tabulation are in Figure 1.
Figure 1
Ranking of Key Profit Contributors
Number of Times Ranked
Ranking Position 1 2 3 4 5 6
President 5 1
Sales manager 1 4 1
Warehouse and shipping manager 4 2
Telephone sales and service
personnel 1 4 1
Controller 1  3 2
Product service manager 1 2 3
Marble then correlates and tabulates the results. Based on the ranking and his own 
judgment, he prepares the suggested bonus distribution percentages for participants 
and produces his final report of recommendations. Exhibit 2 of this appendix is this 
Sample Final Report.
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Exhibit 1
Sample Engagement Letter
July 12, 19XX
Mr. Tom Mackay
Hightek, Inc.
1100 Commerce Parkway
Central City, USA
Dear Mr. Mackay:
We are pleased to submit this engagement letter for the preparation of a manage­
ment incentive plan for Hightek, Inc. The objectives of our engagement will be to—
1. Establish a framework that will allow integration of an MBO program in the future.
2. Relate, as directly as possible, managers’ performance to their compensation.
3. Encourage teamwork, management stability, and long-term profitability.
4. Provide an objective basis for distributing incentives.
5. Balance the capital needs of a growing company with the desire to offer incentive 
compensation.
Study Approach and Scope of Work
To develop the management incentive plan, we will perform the following activities 
according to the schedule in the attached project work plan.
1. Extrapolate certain financial data from your financial statements over the last two 
years to gain an understanding of the key financial operating relationships. How­
ever, we will not compile, review, or audit the financial statements.
2. Review your strategic plan and related financial projections to understand com­
pany objectives and planned strategies.
3. Interview selected key managers with your permission.
4. Develop a profile of customers’ demographics and purchasing needs to deter­
mine manager and employee contributions to the selling process.
5. Draft a plan, using the above information.
6. Meet with you and any of your managers, as appropriate, to consider and refine 
the plan.
7. Write a report detailing our recommendations and the final plan.
8. Meet with the participants of the incentive plan to present its content and assist in 
the implementation.
Estimated Fees
We anticipate that the final draft of the report will be ready six weeks after the 
engagement begins.
We do not guarantee that the incentive plan will produce the desired results, and 
our fee is not contingent upon the outcome of the plan. We base our fees on the time 
required by the individuals assigned to this engagement, plus direct expenses.
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Individual hourly rates vary according to the degree of responsibility involved and the 
skill required. We will submit invoices monthly. We estimate our fees for developing the 
incentive plan and our related recommendations will be between $X,XXX and 
$X,XXX.
We appreciate this opportunity to present you with this engagement letter. If the 
foregoing agrees with your understanding, please sign this letter in the space 
provided and return one copy to us.
Sincerely,
James Marble, CPA
Marble and Moore
Accepted b y _____________________
D a te ____________________________
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Attachment to Sample Engagement Letter
Project Work Plan for Hightek, Inc.
Task
Responsible
Party Comments
Fact-finding J. Marble Obtain—
• Financial statements 
for 2 years
• Strategic plan
• Financial forecasts 
Interview—
• Tom Mackay
• Key managers
Data
evaluation
J. Marble
Plan
development
J. Marble
Review of J. Marble Tom Mackay to decide
draft of plan which personnel
with management will attend
Presentation 
of final report to
Tom Mackay
J. Marble
Presentation J. Marble
of plan to 
all participants
T. Mackay
Target
Completion
Date
9- 30-XX
10- 15-XX
10-31-XX
11- 05-XX
11-15-XX
11-25-XX
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Exhibit 2
Sample Final Report
November 15, 19XX
Mr. Tom Mackay
Hightek, Inc.
1100 Commerce Parkway
Central City, USA
Dear Mr. Mackay:
We have completed our engagement of developing a management incentive 
compensation program for Hightek, Inc. As a reference point, we present our initial 
engagement objectives:
1. Establish a framework that will allow integration of an MBO program in the future.
2. Relate, as directly as possible, managers’ performances to their compensation.
3. Encourage teamwork, management stability, and long-term profitability.
4. Provide an objective basis for distributing incentives.
5. Balance the capital needs of a growing company with the desire to offer incentive 
compensation.
We accomplished our work by interviewing key management personnel, 
observing departmental activities closely, and reviewing pertinent financial and 
strategic-planning information. This process provided us with answers to the following 
questions:
•  What is the company’s competitive advantage?
• What does each manager do and what decisions does he or she make to support 
the company’s advantage?
• By what standards of performance could each manager agree to be measured 
and ultimately compensated?
• How can individual employee efforts be related to company performance?
• What information does the company have and need in order to measure perfor­
mance and to excel?
We have presented our findings in two parts: (1) a summary of each major depart­
ment's and manager’s activities and their relationship to profit generation and (2) a 
description of our recommended incentive compensation program. We believe this 
program suits the current company situation. We have noted, however, any instances 
when incentive compensation components may need modification as more specific 
company plans or more precise management information becomes available.
Summary Review of Major Department’s and Manager’s Activities
Sales Manager
The sales manager’s direct sales responsibilities should ultimately be measured 
against a normal salesman’s standards of gross margin dollars. However, as you and
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he agreed, he has the following goals that have a longer-than-one-year payoff and 
require spending his time in areas outside of direct selling:
• Free up his time by reducing his direct sales contacts and increasing the accounts 
handled by the sales force
• Expand the sales force’s knowledge to enable them to handle more sophisticated 
sales, including service contracts
• Open up new markets and structure new territories
The majority of his responsibilities involve developing and motivating the sales 
force. His base compensation needs to cover these responsibilities. However, 
wherever possible, his salary also needs to be based on quantitative measures of 
performance achievement of the long-term goals. His bonus, in the future, could also 
be based in part on the level of sales achieved and analyzed by product category. This 
will help to ensure that the sales force’s efforts support the company’s strategic goals. 
Warehouse and Shipping Manager
The warehouse and shipping manager’s basic responsibilities include maintain­
ing an orderly flow of goods and controlling warehouse costs within budget 
parameters. Our review of these activities indicates that warehouse labor costs are 
largely fixed, varying only with significant swings in sales volume. Warehouse 
expenses are variable sales expenses: Sales volume variations are the major cause 
of changes in warehouse activities and spending levels. Since these variables are 
based on sales volume, they are quite predictable. Controlling variables of budgeted 
expenses, therefore, is appropriately covered by the manager’s base compensation. 
In addition, although such data as picked and packed lines per warehouse employee, 
level of inventory, and number of stockouts compared to standards might be 
appropriate performance measures, they are not available, and the cost of tracking 
them probably exceeds their value.
Telephone Sales and Service Personnel
Ninety-five percent of the calls telephone sales and service personnel handle are 
initiated by customers who know what they want. Therefore, those sales are generated 
by activities attributed to company name recognition and possibly efforts of field sales 
personnel. The outbound telephone sales solicitation program is too new to evaluate. 
It may be measurable, however, and could be included in the incentive in the future. 
Field Sales Personnel
The field sales force’s compensation program needs to be kept as is at this time. 
A key factor in determining the structure of sales force compensation is the amount of 
control the company has and needs over the sales force’s activities. If a sales person 
must operate independently, as an encyclopedia sales person does, for example, a 
pure commission arrangement makes sense. The reason is that the sales person is 
largely responsible for finding and selling prospects. A salary and bonus arrange­
ment is preferable when the company needs to control the sales person’s activities by 
assigning territories, providing high-level and continuous technical training, directing 
daily priorities, and scheduling account call frequency.
A second major factor in determining sales compensation structure is the ability to 
ascertain if sales result from the sales person’s efforts or from general corporate efforts 
including those of telemarketing personnel. Based on our observations, we conclude
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that Hightek needs to maintain control over the sales force and that the sales person’s 
contribution to a sale cannot be measured objectively. The current 5-percent commis­
sion may need to be changed to a bonus payment in the future if a sales representative 
reaches a predetermined sales level in a territory or in product categories. 
Controller
The profit-related factors the controller influences are the granting of credit and the 
management of accounts receivable outstanding (credit and collections). Decisions 
about how much credit to give and its place in the sales process are senior manage­
ment decisions that the controller should execute. Senior management also sets col­
lections policies because profits are negatively impacted by a high amount of 
past-due receivables or bad debt. If the controller was motivated by incentives to give 
credit only to customers who paid in ten days, the result may be no bad debt, but also 
little revenue. We believe, therefore, that the controller’s compensation is best covered 
by his base salary and that incentive payments are inappropriate.
Product Service Manager
The product service manager’s sales volume depends on installations sold by 
others in the company and on his and the sales force’s ability to convince the pur­
chaser to use Hightek’s service. Unfortunately, the role of service in the overall strategy 
of selling equipment is unclear. Until the company determines whether service sup­
ports major equipment sales or stands on its own as a profit center, basing incentive 
compensation on this segment of the business is inappropriate.
Recommended Incentive Compensation Program
Based on our review, we believe that a team effort is the source of increased profits 
at this stage of the company’s growth. Consequently, a group incentive plan that 
includes all employees is appropriate. In the future, management needs to consider 
changes to include rewards for specific individual activities as noted in the previous 
section.
This group incentive plan is based on corporate profits after providing for cor­
porate growth requirements and an adequate return to the shareholder. According to 
the operating projections included in the strategic plan, the company needs to gener­
ate net income after tax of 25 percent of sales. This considers that the rate of sales 
growth is a function of the rate of return on invested capital (ROIC) assuming a con­
stant debt-to-net-worth ratio. Consequently, we calculate that the pretax ROIC 
required to support the projected sales is 35 percent.
Given these requirements, we recommend the following specific bonus incentive 
formula:
1. Establish the company’s net worth and its long-term interest-bearing debt as the
ROIC base. This is currently $300,000. To sustain expected sales growth in the cur­
rent period without adding significantly to debt, the company should earn 35 per­
cent of that figure, or $105,000, before paying any bonus.
2. Assume that earnings above $105,000 have been earned by the management 
group and then other company personnel. To determine a bonus pool, apply the 
following scale above the base earnings:
•  10 percent on the first $25,000
•  15 percent on the next $25,000
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•  20 percent on the next $50,000
• 25 percent over $100,000
3. Distribute the bonus according to the following percentages. We based this distri­
bution on the results of the ranking exercise, which we reviewed with the manage­
ment team.
Suggested Bonus Distribution
President 20%
Sales manager 12%
Warehouse and shipping manager 8%
Telephone sales manager 7%
Controller 5%
Product service manager 3%
Other employees 20%
Discretionary 25%
Total 100%
We included the amount designated as other employees because the group 
consensus is that senior managers are not the sole contributors to company results. 
Our review of the performance assessment process and employee performance 
evaluations indicates that all personnel are performing at acceptable levels or above. 
Therefore, everyone’s participation in the bonus distribution is appropriate. The 
amount of each employee’s bonus would be based on the ratio of the individual’s 
base salary to the total salaries of the group.
Finally, the amount designated discretionary is intended to recognize that profits 
record only financial results, not the other nonfinancial contributions an individual may 
make. This amount would reward those individuals, especially managers, who 
achieve established nonfinancial goals that are critical to achieving company goals.
We recommend that we and the management team present the new incentive 
compensation program and its related calculations to all employees. We also recom­
mend that we review and update the strategies and performance measurements 
annually to determine if any changes in the incentive compensation program are 
required.
Sincerely,
James Marble, CPA 
Marble and Moore
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MAS PRACTICE AIDS
MAS Small Business Consulting Practice Aids Series
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